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Abstract

New algorithms that work entirely on sparse grids can create data sets that cannot be handled on uniform grids any more due to their size. On the other hand, most visualization techniques are only capable of handling uniform grids. As the interpolation on sparse grids is a complicated and time consuming process, direct volume visualization is unthinkable for bigger data sets until the underlying interpolation is accelerated by some orders of magnitude.

On the other hand, quite a number of super computers and PC clusters exist nowadays, providing MPI as the primary communication API. By streaming the data sets and the resulting images from and to the end user’s workstation, their processing power can be utilized without leaving the office.

Parallelizing visualization techniques rises the necessity to balance the computational load, and for time consuming rendering methods previews are useful for the user. Both, generating preview images and load balancing, is performed explicitly in most cases. In this case study, we approach these problems by applying a special pixel rendering sequence, which achieves superb results implicitly without generating communication overhead.
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1 Introduction

The ever growing size of data sets resulting from industrial and scientific simulations and measurements have created the need to employ multi-resolution techniques for both analysis speedup and data reduction. Among the most sophisticated approaches are wavelets and sparse grids. Based upon hierarchical tensor product bases, the sparse grid approach is a very efficient one improving the ratio of invested storage and computing time to the achieved accuracy for many problems in the area of numerical solution of partial differential equations, for instance in numerical fluid mechanics. Recently, the best of both worlds have been merged by using wavelet bases in the sparse grid representation of multi-resolution data sets [4]. We are studying how these grids can be visualized interactively.

There are already several algorithms that are working entirely on sparse grids [1, 2, 5, 6, 17], creating data sets that cannot be handled on uniform grids in full resolution any more due to their size.

Many of these systems work on three dimensional data. One of the best understood volume visualization techniques for scalar data is direct volume rendering [3, 7, 8, 16]. Velocity information and 1-forms, on the other hand, can be preprocessed so that direct volume visualization can be used for this data type as well, e.g. with three dimensional LIC [11]. The visualization of 2-forms is yet an unsettled question. As the underlying interpolation is the computation time dominating algorithmic part, we cannot benefit from hardware accelerated volume visualization techniques. Thus we use ray casting, which guarantees for the best image quality at little or no additional cost.

We have already introduced visualization toolkits that are working directly on sparse grids [12, 13, 14]. By accelerating the sparse grid interpolation using special graphics hardware we were able to perform direct volume rendering interactively. However, the graphics hardware acceleration approach is limited to high end graphics systems with a high pixel depth and to sparse grids of level 10-11 (which resemble uniform grids of size 1025^3-2049^3) and below. Low end graphics systems have only a pixel depth of 8 bits per channel, which is far too less for sufficient accuracy. Sparse grids of level 12 and above have limited accuracy due to a high component scaling factor — for details see [13]. Additionally, the graphics hardware approach does not scale with current hardware, as the days of most high end graphics suppliers seem to be counted, and no really new systems are available.

2 Sparse Grids

In this section a brief summary of the basic ideas of sparse grids is given. For a detailed survey of sparse grids we refer to [1, 17].

When talking about volume visualization, the data is usually given on a uniform grid with trilinear basis functions. Interpolation on these grids is computationally cheap, as one only has to locate and evaluate the surrounding 2^3 = 8 basis functions for one interpolation value. This number does not change with respect to the grid size.

Now let \( G_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \) be a uniform grid with respective mesh widths \( h_{ij} = 2^{-i_j}, j = 1, 2, 3 \) and basis functions \( b_{k}^{ij} \). Let \( L_\infty \) be the function space of the piecewise tri-linear functions defined on \( G_{n,n,n} \) and vanishing on the boundary. Additionally, consider the subspaces \( S_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \) of \( L_\infty \) with \( 1 \leq i_j \leq n, j = 1, 2, 3 \), which consist of the piecewise tri-linear functions defined on \( G_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \) and vanishing on the grid points of all coarser grids, with

\[
L_\infty = \bigoplus_{i_1=1}^{n} \bigoplus_{i_2=1}^{n} \bigoplus_{i_3=1}^{n} S_{i_1,i_2,i_3}.
\] (1)
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Now we consider the dimensions of the function spaces ˆL grids. Obviously, the dimension of the full grid space is given by:

\[ \dim L_n = 2^n. \]

This forms a hierarchical basis decomposition of the function space \( \tilde{L}_n \) where piecewise tri-linear finite elements are used as basis functions in each subspace \( S_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \) (compare Fig. 1 for one-dimensional examples). From now on we will deal with the interpolated function \( \tilde{f}_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \) on the grids of the above mentioned subspaces. Please note that the basis functions of these subspaces do not overlap, compared to the basis functions of \( \tilde{L}_n \).

When looking at the interpolation error, one finds that \( \| f_{i_1,i_2,i_3} \| \) has a contribution of the same order of magnitude, namely \( O(2^{-2 \cdot \text{const}}) \) for all subspaces with \( i_1 + i_2 + i_3 = \text{const} \).

Additionally, these subspaces have the same number of basis functions, namely \( 2^{\text{const} \cdot 3} \). Since the number of basis functions is equivalent to the number of stored grid points and because of the contribution argument as well, it seems to be a good idea to define a sparse grid space \( \tilde{L}_n \) as follows (compare also Fig. 3):

\[ \tilde{L}_n := \bigoplus_{i_1+i_2+i_3 \leq n+2} S_{i_1,i_2,i_3}. \] (2)

An estimation of the interpolation error with regard to the \( L^2 \) or \( L^\infty \) norm (compare [1, pp. 23]) shows that the sparse grid interpolated function \( \tilde{f}_n \) is nearly as good as the full grid interpolated function \( f_n \).

Now we consider the dimensions of the function spaces \( \tilde{L}_n \) and \( L_n \), which correspond to the number of nodes of the underlying grids. Obviously, the dimension of the full grid space is given by \( \dim L_n = O(2^{3n}) = O(n^3) \). For the sparse grid the following relation holds: \( \dim \tilde{L}_n = O(2^{4n^2}) = O((\log(\log n))^{3/2}) \). Therefore, a tremendous amount of memory can be saved if sparse grids are used instead of full grids.

Considering the number of basis functions that contribute to the interpolated function, sparse grids are much more computational intensive than uniform grids. Fig. 2 shows in an example which basis functions have to be evaluated to interpolate the sparse grid at the marked position.

### 3 Parallelization

A lot of work has been done to implement parallel volume ray-casting on PC clusters [9, 10]. By using MPI the parallelization process itself is relatively straight-forward, spreading the rays across the available processors. Memory management is not really an is-sue, as sparse grids need only very little data space and can thus be replicated throughout the cluster.

A key problem that is noteworthy is that scientists are often unable to work at the front-end nodes of the cluster directly. Thus, the rendered data has to be streamed to the users’ workstations. This is done by a dedicated communication node (typically not all nodes have direct internet connection), that collects incoming ray data and serves the TCP stream. As the pixels delivered by the render nodes may come in any order, the communication node sends both pixel position and RGBA values to the workstation, making a total package size of 8 bytes per pixel. With this information the visualization process can continuously generate preview images from early rendered rays.

As the clusters are often shielded by firewalls, ssh tunneling may be required. This seems to be a horrible bottleneck, but in fact the interpolation process on sparse grids is so computational intensive, that slow communication is not hindering the visualization process.

### 4 Implicit Preview and Load Balancing

The remaining freedom in this process is the distribution of rays among the nodes. Usually, the ‘master’ node selects by some scheme which node shall render which ray and sends new orders, when a job has been done. However, when several nodes finish their job at the same time, the lag between delivering rays and getting new job data can be quite annoying.

Implicit assignment of rays as a function of the images size \( s = s_x \cdot s_y \), the number of processors \( n \), and the rank \( r \) (the index of the current processor) prevents any additionally communication overhead and reduces the lag between rendered rays to the time needed to calculate the next ray assignment.

The quality of the ray assignment function has great impact on equalizing the rendering time of the processors as well as on the possibility to generate previews from early rendered rays. By providing previews the user can very often make decisions about the significance of the rendered images, when only a very small fraction of the rays have been computed. So the quality of the ray assignment is reflected in three properties:

---

**Figure 1:** Examples of basis functions \( b_1^1 \) and \( b_1^2 \)

**Figure 2:** Interpolation on a sparse grid of level 4

**Figure 3:** Two-dimensional hierarchical subspace decomposition
We will assign the rays of each slot individually to the processor nodes, so that each processor gets exactly one ray from each slot, which it will render in the order of increasing $t$.

One can clearly see, that the first $n := 2^t$ rays fill exactly the pixel slots of coarser grid resolutions, as can be seen in Fig. 7. This way we get perfect preview images that can be computed from the rays rendered on coarser grids. As the fastest running index in this scheme corresponds to the lowest resolution grid, adjacent indices are usually not close-by in image space. Thus the temporal distribution of rays is perfectly balanced as well.

The selection of ray indices for one processor

\[ x_t := tn + i(t, r) \quad \text{with} \quad x_t \in S_t, \quad 0 \leq i(t, r) < n \]

has one more freedom to investigate, the index selection function $i(t, r)$. As the index selection should make no differences for the individual processors, we can set

\[ i(t, r) := (i(t) + r) \mod n. \]

This way we easily ensure that the set of rays do not intersect.

In order to spread the rays for one processor evenly in space, $i$ has to be selected carefully. The very first thought would be to use $i(t) = \text{const}$ or $i(t) = t$. But both trivial functions do not spread well for all combinations of $s$ and $n$. Especially when $n$ divides $s_t$ or $s_I$, the rays cluster on one part of the image. For values that are prime, however, good results can be achieved (see Fig. 10 on the color plate).

Heuristically, we have found an index distribution function that creates very evenly spaced ray selections for almost all combinations of $s$ and $n$, and the worst cases encountered so far are not as problematic as the ones described above.

Although we do not currently know whether the quality of this index selection function can be proven somehow, it is still a very usable approach in practical implementations as it can be computed iteratively with very low computational costs. Figure 11 shows several distributions created with this approach.

By subdividing the image plane into several tiles, each one a bit larger than $n$, one can use an iterative algorithm, that counts how many times a ray has already been assigned to the processor on a particular tile, thus ensuring that every tile is at least addressed once by each processor. The most important aspect of this idea is that the algorithm can, again, run separately on each processor without additional communication.

The suggested ray selection method has one drawback that may make it useless for some types of scenes. Cache coherency will not be employed at all using this kind of selection pattern, so memory bound problems may be slower than with tile based approaches. But this is a problem shared by most non-explicit load balancing algorithms.
Parallelization is the key feature to create high quality volume visualization images at interactive rates. Due to the nature of sparse grids (small data size, high computational complexity), the parallelization itself is relatively straight-forward, and neither memory consumption nor access times are problematic. In this context implicit communication overhead is not a problem. By using a specialized ray distribution pattern we can additionally create early preview images with no additional cost. We are now able to visualize huge data sets computed directly on sparse grids in high quality in acceptable time for interactive visualization sessions, which was not possible before.

5 Results

The parallelization version has been tested both on a set of workstations with a TCP/IP implementation of MPI (LAM) and on the new PC cluster ‘Kepler’ [15] of the University of Tübingen. This cluster consists of 96 dual PIII nodes connected with Myrinet, and two additional front-end nodes. The results were streamed to the University of Stuttgart. All rendering times presented here include the communication lag, which off course affects the rendering speedup significantly. The visualization of the incoming ray data is performed in a sparse grid visualization toolkit that effectively hides the parallelization technique from the user.

First, we were interested in the scalability and load balancing quality of our approach. As one can see in Fig. 8, the system scales almost perfectly with the number of processors, as long as the problem is computational bound, and the final TCP streaming is not hindering the rendering process. Load balancing works also extremely well for a system that does not require any additional communication at all. The load balancing presented in Fig. 9 is expressed as the quotient of the rendering time of the fastest and the slowest processor. Note that a bad load balancing has immediate influence on the scaling properties as well.

We found that being able to generate previews completely eliminates the need to reduce the image resolution e.g. for finding good views of the volume. As soon as one is satisfied with image precision, the rendering process is interrupted and a new view can be set. Figure 12 on the color plate shows different stages of this process.

Figures 13 and 14 on the color plate show views of a data set that we were able to render in interactive rates for the very first time. This data set and other following data sets have been computed directly on sparse grids and cannot be expanded to uniform grids due to their size.

6 Conclusion

Parallelization is the key feature to create high quality volume visualization images at interactive rates. Due to the nature of sparse grids (small data size, high computational complexity), the parallelization itself is relatively straight-forward, and neither memory consumption nor access times are problematic. In this context implicit load balancing works terrific, and does not imply any additional communication overhead. By using a specialized ray distribution pattern we can additionally create early preview images with no additional cost. We are now able to visualize huge data sets computed directly on sparse grids in high quality in acceptable time for interactive visualization sessions, which was not possible before.
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Figure 10: Ray distribution for trivial index selection functions, different processors are encoded with different colors, $64^2$ rays, $\hat{l}(t) = \text{const}$ on 4 processors, $\hat{l}(t) = t$ on 4 and 5 processors.

Figure 11: Ray distribution for the heuristic index selection function, $64^2$ rays on 4 and 5 processors, $65^2$ rays on 5 processors.

Figure 12: Preview images after 0.625%, 3.125%, 6.25%, and 100% of 160000 rays have been rendered.

Figure 13: A sparse grid data set of level 12 (corresponding to a full grid of size $2047^3$) rendered with an X-ray shading method.

Figure 14: The same data set rendered with multiple semitransparent shaded ISO-surfaces.